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Explorational & educational
geo(visualisations) in DigiKAR

Geocoding &
mapping as

data evaluation

Creating maps
as reflection on
research biases

Iterative
visualisation as a

process of
"approximation"

Visualisations as
tools to highlight

developments and
alternative views

Visualisations,
not ONE

visualisation!

Visualisations
not at the end

of a project, but
throughout!

Visualisations
on various

levels of
complexity!

Visualisations not
only by "experts",

but also by
students!



Telling history from different
perspectives / making "gaps"
and ambiguities visible

Telling the story of the research
process and making (changing)
research questions transparent

Visualisation as
storytelling

Narrative embedding of visualisations:
 

DigiKAR pilot project "Early moden birth letters
from Mainz" combining a digital edition of multi-

lingual text sources, different maps, and academic
content: https://teaching-

dhlab.pages.gitlab.rlp.net/geburtsbriefemainz/hom
e/



Spatial data extracted from textual /
narrative early modern sources (both
archival manuscripts and printed books)

Spatial data extracted from early
modern maps (using OCR technology for
identifying place names)

Historical spatial data gathered by
historians in previous decades (some of
which have already been digitised and
made available via APIs)

semi-automated data
collection in spreadsheets
(using Python for
webscraping)
semi-automated data
normalisation and data
cleaning
geocoding with Google and
Open Street Map APIs (incl.
manual corrections)
geovisualisations in QGIS

WORKFLOW:

What data are being
visualised in DigiKAR?



Maps in which point geometries are displayed
in different colours indicating developments
over time
Maps in which point geometries are clustered
to highlight areas of intensive (administrative)
activity
Heatmaps (highlighting "fuzziness")
Maps in which point geometries are linked to
show people's mobility
Interactive, zoomable web maps which permit
the (de)selection of several layers for
comparison
Maps created by professional cartographers
(IfL Leipzig) using interpolation and
continuous rasters 

What visualisation types are
used in DigiKAR?

Example of static DigiKAR map: lines connecting early
modern migrants' places of birth with places where

birth or apprenticeship letters were issued.



Latest experiments

Static and interactive visualisations of early modern clerics' biographic mobility in the
Prince-Archbishopric of Mainz, created with MA students of history (University of Mainz):
https://ieg-dhr.github.io/DigiKAR_Projektseminar/
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